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ABOUT THE BOOK 
‘Sometimes events occur as one might wish but sometimes they do not.’ 

So says the ever-practical Ruby, always striving for what is right and proper, from the time we meet 
her as a striking soldier’s fiancée through to the rather less steady years of her old age. With an 
eyebrow pencil in one hand and gardening shears in the other, Ruby navigates the intervening years 
doing her duty as a woman, allowing marriage and motherhood to fill her with purpose and pleasure 
– and only occasionally wondering, Is this all there is?

In her moving, captivating fiction debut, award-winning author Anna Goldsworthy recreates 
Adelaide and Melbourne of half a century ago, bringing a family to life as they move through the 
decades, challenging and caring for and loving one another, often in surprising ways. Charming and 
sharply observed, Melting Moments is, like Ruby herself, a gentle powerhouse. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR  
Acclaimed pianist, writer and festival director Anna Goldsworthy is the Centre’s 2020-21 Artist-&-
Writer-in-Residence. As a writer, Anna was awarded Newcomer of the Year at the 2010 Australian 
Book Industry Awards for her debut memoir, Piano Lessons. Anna’s writing for the stage includes the 
libretto for Victorian Opera’s award-winning production of The Magic Pudding; her acclaimed 
adaptation of Piano Lessons, commissioned by the Queensland Music Festival; the play, Maestro, co-
written with her father, Peter Goldsworthy; and the cabaret show Cole for Michael Griffiths, for which 
he won a Helpmann Award.

annagoldsworthy.com 

READING QUESTIONS (warning: contains spoilers) 
1.'There is comfort in the fact of all the husbands packed into their offices, of the wives and babies in 
their modern homes. Everyone in their rightful place, guaranteeing the safe stewardship of the 
world.’ (p.63) What are the social expectations that shape Ruby’s early life and indeed all women in 
the early 20th century?

2. The book covers almost all of Ruby’s adult life. What do you think of the structure of the book? Did
you find the inclusion of Ruby’s internal dialogue helpful in understanding her decisions?

3. When Ruby has a brief encounter with Bill in a dancehall cloakroom, we find that she ‘has never
quite believed in falling in love. Surely it is a decision rather than an accident. A dive, rather than a
fall.’ What does this tell us about the way Ruby sees romantic love?

4. Consider the idea of ‘the path not taken’ and how this has affected Ruby’s life. What might her life
have looked like if she had made different choices?

5. In part two of the book, Ruby takes her daughter, Eva, to see the head teacher at the Ladies College
where Eva’s education is being hindered by sexist ideologies. Given what we know about Ruby and
the importance she puts on being ‘proper’ and a woman’s role in society, were you surprised at
Ruby’s decision to take Eva out of the school? Why do you think she made that choice?

>>



6. The book shows us three generations of Australian women. How do their lives differ and what role
does feminism play in each? Do you consider this a feminist story?

7. How does Ruby react to Eva’s decision to join the Armed Forces? Consider Ruby’s hopes for Eva,
and how these conflict with or are constrained by her own life decisions.

8. In part three of the book, when Eva tells Ruby her husband is having an affair, Ruby is internally
enraged but tells Eva, ‘We’ve never had a divorce in the family before. Don’t forget that men have
their needs. Sometimes we all need to find it in our hearts to forgive.’ What is this idea of protecting
the family name? Who does it protect, more often than not?

9. Throughout her life, Ruby returns often to the memory of a fleeting moment with Bill. In part three,
her feeling of regret is described ‘As if she had missed a summons. As if she had somehow misplaced
her life.’ Then, immediately, we have the dismissal of the idea with ‘It was all nothing, really. It was just
a look.’ This is a common turnaround in Ruby’s reactions and thinking throughout the book. What
does it say about the ways in which women are taught to repress their desires and hopes?

10. On page 222, toward the end of the book, Ruby is frustrated at Bill’s insistence that the neighbour
likes him and says, ‘For Pete’s sake! What does it even matter what she or anyone else thinks? We’ve
got our own lives to live.’ What change has happened in Ruby’s way of thinking that elicits this
response?

11. After Ruby’s long married life with Arthur, the end of the book sees her develop a relationship with
Bill that has a very different dynamic. Ruby is frustrated by Bill’s weaknesses, stating that as a woman,
wife, and mother, she had always maintained her side of the bargain: ‘There was never any weakness
in it; she would not have allowed it in the door.’ Consider the dichotomy of societal expectations of
women to be at once demure and submissive, but also strong and resilient.

12. Where does Ruby try to find happiness throughout the book? How does her relationship with her
daughter shape her later life?

13. Do you think the book gives an accurate account of a middle-class woman living in the suburbia of
her time? Do you see Ruby in the lives of women you know, or in aspects of your own life?

Book club notes supplied courtesy of Black Inc.  
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